
From: Val Murray val.murray@me.com
Subject: Re: Drifting by the Leeds and Liverpool

Date: 23 May 2021 at 13:42
To: andrew@fitzgibbonphotography.com

Andrew, I’ll put a copy of The Cut in the post. Don’t worry about the postage, it's minimal. I don’t want the book back - it’s nice that 
it’s going to someone who’s interested! I think it would be fine to use as part of your research. The named contributors only gave 
their permission for the original work but I’m sure that you will be careful how that is handled. 

Your Drifting by… piece consists of many layers of images and sounds making up a rich, composite impression of the canal and 
its environs and people. You seem particularly interested in the past, things changing and decaying alongside life going on - 
human, insect, traffic etc. and their interactions. It is a personal take on this environment. Sometimes the words seem directly to 
be commenting on the images at other times less so. I think it is very tricky to work with all these different inputs and I guess how 
that coheres will be down to your agenda and decisions and how you see it being viewed. Your idea of a set of prints and a 
running sound track might work well by disconnecting any one image from any one sound. It would give you nice freedom to 
compile a sound track.

Tea is a collaborative group and we found that in order to collaborate successfully we had to introduce some rules. These varied 
from project to project. So, with The Cut the remit from the commissioners was loose but it had to be about the canal! 
Immediately before The Cut we had made By The Way commissioned by artranspennine to make an image of the region. In 
neither case were we from the local area so we acknowledged our status as visitors by travelling through. Our rules for The Cut 
were to photograph every bridge we went under as we video recorded continuously out of both sides of the boat over the days we 
made the journey. Subsequently we returned to the nearest occupied building to each bridge and asked the occupants for their 
thoughts on their locality. For the final work these voices were cued in as the video passed under the relevant bridge. So what 
you saw and what you heard were about the same place but from different perspectives. A very simple structure. The video 
installation lasted six hours and people came and sat for a remarkably long time! This rigid structure, as in several of our projects, 
threw up amazing richness and diversity without us deliberately seeking it out. 

You can see another example of a canal trip, Boat Trip Nothing But Flowers along the Manchester Ship canal from The Lowry to 
Lowry Hotel http://www.teaweb.org/boat-trip.html . This is more our patch! We were more relaxed about the content of this piece 
but our constraint was that presentation took the form of a public boat tour with all the expectations that brought with it. The input 
is more diverse and includes our own performative encounters with the surroundings. So by using monitors on the boat 
passengers witnessed the real place and our version of it simultaneously. The book which we produced included commissioned 
writings.  

Generally speaking, with the benefit of hindsight I have come to the conclusion that less is more! We tended to overload our 
projects which may explain why we don’t really have good definitive images of them!! They were exciting at the time, of the 
moment, for a particular audience and to be honest we never really worked out how to present them as documentation for 
another audience. Looking at it now I’m dismayed at our bad documentation of The Cut! In some cases we made a completely 
new piece of work e.g. a book, or an exhibition which I think is better. 

Anyway, good luck with your project and I look forward to seeing what happens with it next. We might meet at Redeye one day I 
guess if you go to meetings!

Best wishes

Val

On 23 May 2021, at 07:28, andrew@fitzgibbonphotography.com wrote:

Val, that is very kind of you. I’d love to see the book. My address is New Hall Farm, Colne Road, Cowling, North Yorkshire, 
BD22 0JQ. Can I transfer some money to you cover postage and packaging? Please let me know if you’d like it returned. Do 
you mind if I video a page turning of the book and include that in my research materials (fully credited of course) - I’d send a 
link for you to download a copy you/Tea to use if you wished to do so.

Could I also trouble you for a little feedback on my work to shape what comes next. I’ve just received some feedback from 
famous photographer Paul Hill (who I met a couple of years back). One comment he made was that the narrative seems to tell 
us what we’re about to see and therefore, he wasn’t so keen on that element. It was a dilemma I struggled with when producing 
the film - in an earlier version there was no deliberate alignment between the narrative and images, but that meant any chance 
alignment created a distraction with hunting for further alignment! I was thinking of exhibiting some prints along with a small 
video installation of the film, but now wonder whether the prints might be better with just the ambient sound playing live. I’d 
could then invite viewers (via QR codes on info sheets) to watch the original film, or listen to the spoken narrative on its own - 
perhaps with verses from the narrative also printed and displayed.

It would be fantastic if you’re willing to share something of your experience of exhibiting performance art and how it might 
shape my own thinking.

Best
Andrew

Andrew Fitzgibbon
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On 22 May 2021, at 10:49, Val Murray <val.murray@me.com> wrote:

Andrew, the book is small and the images, all of bridges, are also small! There is an extract from our recordings of local 
people with each image. I do have a spare copy. If you’d like me to send it to you please let me have your address..

All the best

Val

On 21 May 2021, at 18:25, andrew@fitzgibbonphotography.com wrote:

Dear Val,

Thanks for sending the link to your project - I enjoyed the split video construction; created a real sense of being aboard! 
The work must have been a pioneer for the slow-TV work that more recently seems to have been popularised in Norway. I 
don’t suppose there are an images of the book contents I could see? I realise that filming a page turning on an iPhone 
wouldn’t have been possible 20 years ago!

Best
Andrew

Andrew Fitzgibbon
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On 21 May 2021, at 17:10, Val Murray <val.murray@me.com> wrote:
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Dear Andrew

I’ve been looking at your project about the Leeds Liverpool Canal which was sent through by Redeye. Probably just out 
of interest rather than being included in your project you might like to look at The Cut, a project on the same canal 
conducted by the collaborative group Tea twenty one years ago! We too were interested in people’s places and stories 
but had a particular method of collecting and presenting them. The outcome of our travels was a six hour video 
installation and book. See  http://www.teaweb.org/the-cut.html 

Good luck!

All the best

Val

http://www.teaweb.org/the-cut.html

